Though in all age groups women consume less alcohol than men, women may be at greater risk for adverse effects and alcohol related diseases. Also the number of alcohol drinking women is lower, with the exception of young women. Herbst (1996) could show that the prevalence rates for women in the age group between 18 and 20 years is higher (3.4%) in contrast to men of this age group (2.4%). Between 21 and 24 the rate becomes inverse (2.9% women and 7.3% men). For adults government surveys in most countries report about three times as many male than female alcoholics, but the number of female alcoholics is rising (Morhard-Klute and Soyka, 2002). According to the Munich follow-up study 13% of all adults, aged 25-64 years, have a life-time prevalence for alcohol abuse, whereby 5.1% of the female and 21% of the male population are concerned (Bronisch and Wittchen, 1992).

The medium interval from first drink to onset of dependence is shorter for women (3.0 years) than for men (3.6 years) (Dawson 1996).

**DRINKING WOMEN HAVE HIGHER RISKS FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPAIRMENTS**

Women become more impaired than men after drinking the same amount of alcohol, even when differences in body weight are taken into account (Hommer et al. 2001; Tapert et al 2001; Péquignot et al. 1974). Drinking women have a higher risk for developing alcohol related diseases and women become intoxicated already after drinking lower quantities of alcohol than men (Walter et al. 2003). The three major explanations for this phenomenon are that:
1) Women have a lower total body water, therefore alcohol is diluted less and blood alcohol levels may be up to 30% higher in women than in men (Ely et al. 1999);

2) Women develop more liver damage, which is associated with more liver fatty acids under alcohol (Ma et al. 1993, 1999) and a different first-pass metabolism, because of an oestrogen caused diminished gastric alcohol-dehydrogenase (ADH) activity (Saunders et al. 1981; Temple 1994). But gastric ADH decreases with age in men, so that this gender difference is found only in younger people (Seitz and Poschl 1997). The quantitative relevance of the first pass metabolism, however, is controversial, particularly because gastric ADH plays a major role at low doses of alcohol and because other first pass enzymes involved are active only at very high blood alcohol levels.

3) Fluctuations in gonadal hormone levels may affect the rate of alcohol metabolism (Saunders et al. 1981; Mello et al. 1993). It should also be mentioned, that alcohol increases the conversion of testosterone into oestradiol (Gordon 1979).

Heavy alcohol consumption leads to irregular menstruation cycles, anovulatory cycles, risk of spontaneous abortions, risk for FAE/FAS in their children, rapid serum glucose changes and a disturbance of vitamin D metabolism, resulting in an inadequate absorption of dietary calcium, which consequently raises the risk of an early development of osteoporosis (Streissguth et al. 1980, 1994; O’Keefe, Marks 1977; Adams, Hirst 1984). Additionally, liver diseases also affect bone metabolism and alcohol is also directly toxic to bone forming cells, inhibiting their activity. Intoxicating drinking patterns with ingestion of large amounts of alcohol is followed by a parathyreoid hormone deficiency and an increased urinary calcium excretion.

Rivier (1996) found in a series of rat studies, that alcohol over-stimulates the hormonal cascade of the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis far more in females than in males. One of the last hormones in this cascade is cortisol. Chronically increased cortisol release can produce mild brain damage (Wright 1978). White and especially gray matter differences were found by Hommer et al. (2001) to be present in alcoholic women. Furthermore irritations of the HPA-axis are related to symptoms of the spectrum of affective disorders. Cornelius et al. (1995) and Goward (1999) could show, that the scores for suicidal risk, impulsivity, low self esteem, cognitive performance and negligence are higher in depressed alcohol dependent patients when compared to depressed non-alcohol dependent patients.

Out of all these reasons the World Health Organisation recommends a maximum of 20 g/day alcohol for a low risk intake in women (Bühringer et al. 2000).

**DIAGNOSTIC DISTRIBUTION AND THERAPEUTIC RELEVANCE**

Typologies show mainly, that the proportion of negative affect alcoholics is greater in women (14.6%) than in men (8%) (Cloninger et al. 1998, Kendler et al 1992, Heath et al. 1997). In 250 alcohol dependent patients, the distribution of the 4 types according to Lesch was investigated. In the types I and II the male/female ratio was nearly equal. Significantly more female patients could be attributed to type III (24.8% females versus 12.0% males). Type III patients drink episodically, are social drinkers, rather depressed (either episodes or a predominance of depressive personality traits), with frequent suicidal tendencies, ingesting alcohol for “self-treatment” of negative affects or to get “access” to inner perceptions and feelings (Lesch et al. 1988, 1996). This finding is in line with the results of Schutte et al as well as Skaff et al, who found in alcohol dependent women more symptoms of depression than in alcohol dependent men (Schutte et al. 1995; Skaff et al. 1999). Type IV comprised significantly more males (29.6% males versus 11.2% females) (Sperling et al. 2000). This unequal distribution underlines the necessity of taking gender differences into account for therapy planning and to pay special attention even to discrete symptoms from the affective spectrum.

A multicenter placebo controlled study on flupenthixol (n=281) applied the Lesch typology in 134 patients (Wiesbeck et al. 2001). The distribution of female patients was nearly equal for the types I to III (Type I: 31.3%; Type II: 29.7%; Type III: 28.8% female patients), whereby the low overall number of female patients has to be regarded. Of importance is that no female patient could be attributed to type IV. This finding of a lack of women in type IV, underlines Sperling’s results. In the types I and III flupenthixol administration doubled the relapse rates for men and women. In type II this applies only for men. There was no negative influence of flupenthixol on type II alcohol dependent women (Lesch-Type II patients are anxious or phobic, but not depressed). In the over-
all results of the placebo group female patients had a far higher relapse rate (64.3%) than male patients. The flupenthixol group did not show these differences (male relapers: 70.1%, female relapers 74.3%). If we suppose that the placebo group may mirror the natural illness course, we can interpret, that the female study attendants indeed had a worse natural illness course than male study attendants. These results indicate gender as being one of the major factors important for consideration in therapeutic strategies.

SOCIAL AND TREATMENT FACTORS

Feuerlein et al (1999) state, that in 30% of alcohol dependent women a drinking partner can be found. Treatment centers are under-utilised by women (Dawson, 1996a). Beckmann and Amaro found, that women experience more difficulties when entering alcoholism treatment settings (Beckmann and Amaro 1986). Barriers for women seem to be the social stigma and the fear to loose the right to care for their children, once an alcohol problem is identified (Poland et al. 1993).

For therapy women in contrast to men, are less frequently motivated by their partners, but more frequently by their parents or children. One of the most striking gender differences in this respect is a much stronger impact of friendship for women than for men in all aspects of functioning (Skaff et al. 1999). Better children’s health and good child–parent relationships were found to be consistent predictors of subsequent mother’s reduced drinking and better psychic states (Timko et al. 2000).

Concerning treatment outcome women tend to be more abstinent in self control systems, to have a higher abstention rate during the first year of follow up and a lower abstention rate later on (Brennan et al. 1993). After three months of follow up the fact of being married was found to be protective for men, while it might represent a risk factor for women (Schneider et al. 1995). Leonard and Roberts (1998) investigated the effects of alcohol on aggressive couples and found more negative behaviour and more negative reciprocity. Under the influence of alcohol the husbands, but not the wives, increased their problem-solving attempts.

The most potent predictive factors for early substance experimentation among young women in alcoholism treatment were adolescent impulse control problems or distinct acting-out behaviours (Walton and Gomberg 1994).

Brennan et al. (1993) focused on gender differences and life contexts of late-life problem drinkers: Late-middle-aged women with drinking problems consumed less alcohol, had fewer drinking problems, and reported more recent onset of drinking problems than did their male counterparts. They also used more psychoactive medications, were more depressed, and were less likely to seek alcoholism treatment. Consistent with a gender role perspective on alcohol abuse, problem-drinking women had more family-related and fewer financial stressors than did problem-drinking men. Contrary to expectation, however, problem-drinking women reported more support from children, extended family members and friends, than did problem-drinking men. Moreover, women who continued to have drinking problems over a one-year interval reported some unexpected short-term benefits at follow-up, including reduced spouse stressors. Women who had remitted at follow-up experienced less spouse support, and more family-related stressors and depression than did remitted men. They also lost support from extended family members over the 1-year interval. The results suggest a need for screening and treatment efforts tailored more closely to the life circumstances of women with late-life drinking problems. Brennan et al. further found in 1999, that late middle aged women reduce drinking mainly because of health problems, whereas men’s reduction of alcohol consumption was related mainly to the presence of financial stressors (Brennan et al. 1999).

DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

Alcohol research involving humans as well as animals has been dominated by investigations of males. Only recently the effort has increased to include women in study populations (Kendler et al. 1992) and also to study the behavioural and biological mechanisms for alcohol intake in female animals (Devaud et al. 1998). Early conclusions from these studies document increased vulnerability of women regarding alcohol induced damage. Within a shorter period of drinking and with less overall intake of alcohol, females are more vulnerable to the development of liver cirrhosis and brain damage due to alcohol abuse (Norton et al. 1987). These effects can occur even in moderate drinkers (Harper et al. 1990). The reasons for differential risk for the consequences of alcohol intake for males and females still need more explanations. Social factors, which have played a part in concealing problems associated with alco-
holism of women as well as the research focus on males, have limited larger studies of alcohol abusing or dependent women. This deficiency has resulted in a deficit of information regarding the drinking women in our society.

Alcoholism research has begun to recognise the importance of gender related aspects and is on the way to contribute to a more individual and specific treatment for all population members. The application of diagnostic subgroups might be one basic step in this direction, rendering more homogeneous patient groups for all kinds of further investigations. Our data from studies, using the Lesch alcoholism typology, show a preponderance of female patients in type III, which has a clear impact on therapeutic strategies for alcohol dependent women (Lesch et al. 2001). The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) indicates the following areas, that need further research: (1) male/female patterns alcohol intake, (2) determining the genetic bases of gender differences in alcoholism, (3) investigation of the hormonal influences on female/male responses to alcohol, (4) role of neurotransmitters and peptide systems in sex-related differences in alcohol intake and/or response to alcohol intake. Further investigations, focussing on gender differences in motivation to enter and adhere to treatment programs, as well as in basis research. A focus on gender differences in therapy research could lead to a development of gender specific therapeutic interventions.
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